
 

 

 

Imogen Palmer 
Workshop Menu 2017 
 

For Starters 
 
Introduction to Narrative -suitable for beginners, companies new to long form narrative formats or short 
form companies wishing to work on their ensemble story-telling skills. A master class on the foundations of 
good storytelling which covers the ‘story spine’ and how we can adapt this into scene work. 
 
Introduction to stand up/ solo storytelling/ hosting- beginners to intermediate. Good hosting can make 
or break an improv show. In this workshop Imogen brings her experience as a compere, storyteller and 
stand-up comedian to equip beginners with tools and techniques to enable them to read a room with 
sensitivity, warm-up a crowd and create a friendly atmosphere. 
 

Wholesome Mains 
 
Narrative Part Two: The Return of the Narrative- intermediate, one year + improv experience. 
This master class will build on the foundations of good storytelling with a focus on platforms and how 
character wants can drive a show. 
 
Narrative Three: This Time It’s Really Narrative- advanced, two years + or experience in narrative forms.  
Rad! You’ve learnt how to tell a shared story but how do you make sure you’re working together to support 
the story arc and tell the best story possible? How do we avoid the ‘boring bits’ of an hour long format and 
train ensemble awareness of the shape of the show? Very filling so make sure you are hungry! 
 
I am Welcome: Sensitivity in the improv classroom- For teachers. A discursive workshop facilitating the 
chance to talk diversity in your company, help begin to draft policy and equip teachers with tools enabling 
them to create a safe space, address issues when they arise and increase student retention.  
 

Cheeky Desserts 
 
Genres and formats-Is your company looking to devise a new format or explore an existing genre? 
Imogen can facilitate a devising session to find out what your ensemble is interested in and help you create 
some brand new formats. She can also offer her expertise in genres she has played extensively in, 
including Shakespeare, Horror/supernatural, Murder mystery, Romantic comedy or relationship based 
drama.  
 
‘To thine own self be true’: authenticity and improv  
Practice playing from an authentic connected place with your scene partner, discover the freedom of 
playing the truth of the moment and the great acting which can stem from it. Imogen will also cover aspects 
of autobiographical improv, how we can use the truth of our own lives to help tell powerful stories together. 

‘a master of her craft’ 



Specials 
 
Words that Burn: poetry and improv-Beginners to Advanced. Fresh from its international debut at 
Australasia's largest and most prestigious improv festival, discover how literary techniques used by great 
poets and rap artists can inspire and vary your improv. Includes rhyme, imagery, iambic pentameter (the 
metre made famous by Shakespeare), freestyle rap and more. 
 
Words that Fly: Advanced poetry and improv-Recommended for graduates of Words that Burn, and 
both can be covered in a day intensive. The long awaited sequel to Words that Burn arrives, with tools 
which will help your improv take flight. New branches of imagery, rhyme schemes, sounds and limericks will 
be covered. 
 
Imogen Palmer Smorgasbord: unleash your Imogen-nation- open to all levels. With over 5 years of 
improv training with teachers across the world, this option is a chance to have a ‘taster’ of some of 
Imogen’s favourite exercises she has learnt combined with a splash of what is currently preoccupying her in 
improv at the moment. Perfect for people who can't make up their minds.   
 

Super Special 
 
Gourmet Personalised Package- Invite Imogen to watch one of your shows so she can offer constructive 
notes then tailor a workshop for your company’s needs. Ideal for an established performing company 
looking to shake up stale play or take their show to the next level. 
 

 

Testimonials 
 
"Imogen is a gifted teacher. The perfect mix of inspiring, sensitive and silly!" Andrew Strano (Director of 
Soothplayers, the improvised Shakespeare show)  
 
‘Imogen has the most infectious energy when teaching. The techniques that are acquired through her fun 
and generous nature, are valuable, in the craft and carry over into my work’ Maryanne Nicefero (actor) 
 
‘I’ve known Imogen as an exceptionally talented improviser, actor, and clown, but she is also an 
extraordinarily gifted teacher. Improvisation can be a daunting experience, and Imogen provides a safe, fun 
and warm learning environment for students of all levels of experience (…) I would highly recommend 
Imogen to all students of improvisation, whether beginners wishing to learn in a sensitive, trusting, 
encouraging environment, or more experienced players wanting to be effectively challenged by a master of 
her craft.’ Charlie Sturgeon (Improv Conspiracy, 16th Street Acting Studio Melbourne) 
 
‘I found it particularly beneficial working with an improv teacher who has also been through intensive acting 
training. The lessons for me were deeper, because of the shared vocabulary. This class has been 
extremely valuable to me in terms of both self-discovery, and stretching my imagination. I've had so much 
fun getting to play, in such safe and supportive environment! I will absolutely be making this work a part of 
my continuous training. I would strongly recommend this class to every actor.’ Jess Martin (actor) 

 
Words that Burn attendees: 
 
‘Imogen’s passion is infectious. I trust her professionalism’ 
 
‘Imogen is a fun and supportive teacher’ 
 
‘So many lessons to take into acting and writing’ 
 

 


